A temperature-dependent conformational rearrangement in the ribosomal protein S4.16 S rRNA complex.
Ribosomal protein S4 protects a characteristic set of bases in 16 S rRNA from attack by chemical probes. Use of hydroxyl radical as a probe of the RNA backbone shows that ribose residues in these same regions are also protected by S4, confirming the localization of its interactions with 16 S rRNA to the junction of five helical elements in the proximal region of the 5' domain. At 0 degrees C, the nucleotides protected by S4 from base-specific probes are confined almost exclusively to the two compound helices formed by residues 404-499. After subsequent heating of the complex briefly at 30 or 42 degrees C, nucleotides in the three adjacent helices are additionally protected, resulting in a pattern of protection that is identical to that which is observed when S4 is incubated with 16 S rRNA under in vitro reconstitution conditions. Preincubation of the protein or the RNA (or both) separately at elevated temperature does not substitute for heating the S4.RNA complex. The regions in the RNA affected by the heat step are known to interact with proteins S12 and S16, both of which depend upon S4 for their binding to the RNA. Thus, the finding that S4 recruits additional sites of interaction in the RNA following its initial binding suggests a possible mechanism to insure the sequential addition of proteins during ribosomal assembly.